YEAR IN REVIEW

2019-2020
Bellevue LifeSpring

Our mission is to foster stability and self-sufficiency for Bellevue’s children and their families through programs that provide food, clothing, education and emergency assistance.
Board of Directors 2019 – 2020

Tracy Wort – President and Chair of the Board | Assistant Director of Community Relations, Symetra
Joseph Brazen – Past-President and Chair of the Board | Luxury Broker, Brazen at Windermere Real Estate, Owner Central Bar + Restaurant and 520 Bar & Grill
Ken Kilbreath – Secretary of the Board | Wealth Advisor, Wells Fargo Private Bank
Ken Russell – Treasurer of the Board | CPA, Access Accounting and Tax Services PS

Julie Cheng Bui – Philanthropist and Writer
Trish Carpenter – Former Sales and Marketing, Fortune 500
Darin Chestnut – Director of Major Projects, PCL Construction
Sabrina Smith Delery – Realtor, Windermere Yarrow Bay
Dr. Ivan Duran – Superintendent, Bellevue School District
Keri Ellison – Retired Business Owner and Youth Advocate
Kemper Freeman, Jr. – Chairman, President and CEO, Kemper Development Company
Beth Halvorsen – Founder and CEO, Halvorsen Consulting LLC
Marilyn Herzberg – Owner and Co-Founder, Bureau of Education and Research
Anu Jain – Philanthropist and Entrepreneur
Lisa James – Co-Owner, Hedge and Vine
Leslie Koutroulis – Vice President Financial Planning and Analysis, T-Mobile, USA
Benjamin Lee – President, Hong Kong Association of Washington
Debbie Oberbillig – President, SuccessView Consulting
Barbara Quinn – Retired Educator
Linda Reid – Retired Financial Professional
Akila Somasegar – Philanthropist
Michael Thompson – Senior Vice President, Investments, Stifel Nicolaus
Betty Tong – President, BML Development Corp.
Maggie Vergien – Retired Educator

Emeritus Council:
Dave Mayo – Technology and Business Strategist
Bob McDowell – Retired, Microsoft
Jim Mitchell – Heritage Bank (formerly Puget Sound Bank)
Patti Payne – The Payne Group
Joan Valaas – Retired Educator
Programs and Services

Breaktime-Mealtime™
Provides grocery store food vouchers to replace school meals when schools are on breaks or during remote learning.

Clothes-4-Kids™
Distributes gift cards to students to select new back-to-school clothing from local merchants.

Thrift Culture
Gives families vouchers to shop for high-quality used clothing for school and work.

Grads-On-Track™
Grants credit recovery scholarships to high school students.

Educational Grants
Awards college scholarships that are renewable for four years.

Emergency Assistance
Assists families with rent, including eviction prevention and move-in costs. Basic needs like food and household necessities are also provided.

Holiday Adopt-A-Family™
Matches families in need with community sponsors who provide food and gifts for the holidays.
2,850
Kids received food during school breaks and remote learning, preventing hunger and providing nourishment.

498
Students received new back-to-school clothing so they could feel confident and self-assured like their peers.

198
Children from 86 families received Thrift Culture vouchers so they could shop for clothing items.

73
High school students received summer school scholarships for 109 classes so they could stay on track to graduate with their peers.

16
College students received scholarships to achieve a pathway to success.

373
Children from 189 families received rent assistance to prevent homelessness.

638
Children from 267 families received food and gifts, making their holiday wishes come true.
Our COVID-19 Emergency Response

In late February 2020, Washington State confirmed its first death from COVID-19. A short time later, the Bellevue School District closed for the safety of their students and staff. The pandemic has been devastating for Bellevue’s low-income families.

When schools closed in mid-March 2020, we saw food assistance requests increase by 50% and rental assistance requests triple.

*Your support...*

- provided grocery store food vouchers to Bellevue students at risk of hunger.
- provided emergency rent payments for Bellevue families at risk of eviction.

Thanks to our community’s generosity, we didn’t turn away any family at risk of experiencing hunger or homelessness as a result of the pandemic.

“Thank you, Bellevue LifeSpring! I will always remember that you helped my family solve big problems. When the virus passes, I hope to come as a volunteer to help others.”
COVID-19 Leadership Gifts

The following foundations, companies, and individuals immediately stepped up and generously invested $5,000 and above to ensure Bellevue children do not experience hunger or homelessness as a result of the pandemic. Thank you for your leadership.

The following investments were made during our 2019-2020 fiscal year, ending June 30, 2020.

**$50,000 +**
- Craig Chapman and Matt Bishop
- Ellison Foundation
- Hunts Point Circle
- Anu and Naveen Jain
- Beth McCaw and Yahn Bernier
- The Safeway/Albertsons Foundation
- Jan and Jim Sinegal
- Joan Watjen

- Marilyn and Richard Herzberg
- Debbie Killinger
- Natalie and Brian Kirkdoffer
- Veronica and Dave Mayo
- Rainier Athletes
- Tableau
- Ellen and John Tobin
- Joan and John Valaas
- Maxine Lee and David Vincent

**$20,000 - $49,999**
- Amazon
- Anonymous
- Apex Foundation
- Katie and Brian Boland
- Keri Ellison and Robert MacAulay
- Amber and Alan Farnsworth
- Microsoft
- The Nakajima Family
- The One Circle
- The Seattle Foundation
- Symetra
- Whale Pass Trust

**$5,000 - $9,999**
- Stephanie and Peter Boden
- Jennifer and Kurt Fischer
- Jodi and Ted Herb
- Kandace and Rick Holley
- Kemper Freeman Circle
- Lucky Seven Foundation
- Karen and Chuck Lytle
- Annemarie and Kevin Marcus
- Madonna Messina
- Debbie and Joe Oberbillig
- Michelle and Todd Reeves
- Janet and Mark Sandvik
- John Schiller
- Suzanne and Mike Sievert
- Balwinder Kaur and Jujhar Singh
- Sweeney Conrad P.S
- Umpqua Bank
- Tracy and Brian Webster
- Wells Fargo Foundation
- Ellen and Craig Mc Kee Wilwerding
- Anita and Dick Wyman

**$10,000 - $19,999**
- Anonymous
- The Bellevue Collection
- Shelley and Mike Carlson
- Trish and Colin Carpenter
- Julie Cheng Bui and Tom Bui
- Mike Griffith
- Susanne and Scott Guthrie
Our Supporters

Everything we do is powered by our community - our passionate circle members, investors and volunteers. Your generosity, expertise, and dedication help lift Bellevue children and their families out of poverty.

Support by the Numbers

- **300+ Volunteers**
- **250+ Circle Members**
- **430 New Donors**
- **$95,984 Raised at Circle Events**

ConDati team reorganizes our food pantry in winter 2019.

Volunteers get food donations ready for students in spring 2020.

Emme makes masks to raise funds for her peers in spring 2020.

Fairweather Circle donates over 500 snack packs in winter 2020.
Circle Members

Our circle members are the heart of Bellevue LifeSpring and are committed to making a difference for their neighbors in need. From hosting fundraisers to volunteering their time, circle members are vital ambassadors for Bellevue kids. This year, circle members generously raised over $95,000 to support Bellevue LifeSpring programs.

Community Partners

Bellevue LifeSpring is grateful for the local companies, foundations, and individuals who support our mission. Through investments, volunteerism, or advocacy, our community partners represent the impact of shared passion and collaboration.

Volunteers

Despite COVID-19 safety precautions, community members of all ages and backgrounds found ways to show up safely for Bellevue kids. Whether they’re delivering food donations to the school district warehouse or sewing masks to raise funds, volunteers provide the commitment and energy to make our mission possible.
Financial Overview

Revenue: $2,636,822

- Special Events
- Contributions
- Thrift Shop Sales (net)*
- In-Kind Donations
- Endowment/Restricted Assets
- Investment Return & Other Income

*Note: Thrift Culture closed in March 2020 due to COVID-19.

Operating Expenses: $2,427,434

- Programs and Services
- Development
- Management and General Administration
Leaving a Legacy

Thank you to our legacy partners who have made a commitment to invest in the sustainability of Bellevue LifeSpring programs today and tomorrow. Legacy partners commit 50% of their investment to current programming and 50% to the Bellevue LifeSpring endowment fund.

Founding Level Legacy Partner - $250,000
Anu & Naveen Jain

Steward Level Legacy Partner - $50,000
Joan & John Valaas

Steward Level Legacy Partner - $50,000
The Nakajima Family

Patron Level Legacy Partner - $25,000
GLY Construction

Patron Level Legacy Partner - $25,000
The Shimizu Family Foundation

The Nancy & Doug Boyden Endowment Fund in Honor of Betty & Kemper Freeman - $100,000
### Thank You!

#### 2019 - 2020 Donors

Your investments in the future of Bellevue children means the world to our community.

#### $50,000+

- Anonymous
- The Kemper Freeman Family and the Bellevue Collection
- Craig Chapman and Matt Bishop
- Ellison Foundation
- Hunts Point Circle
- Anu and Naveen Jain
- Beth McCaw and Yahn Bernier
- The Safeway/Albertsons Foundation
- Jan and Jim Sinegal
- Joan Watjen

#### $20,000 - $49,999

- Amazon
- Anonymous (2)
- Apex Foundation
- The Bellevue Schools Foundation
- Katie and Brian Boland
- Keri Ellison and Robert MacAulay
- Amber and Alan Farnsworth
- King County
- The Lambeth Family Designated Fund
- Lexus of Bellevue
- Lissa and Bob McDowell
- Microsoft
- The One Circle
- Puget Sound Energy
- Safeco Insurance Fund
- The Seattle Foundation
- The Shimizu Foundation
- Symetra
- Whale Pass Trust

#### $10,000 - $19,999

- Hilarie Aitken
- Anonymous (2)
- Avenue Bellevue/Fortress Development
- Randi and Joseph Brazen
- Julie Cheng Bui and Tom Bui
- Trish and Collin Carpenter
- Lisa and Darin Chestnut
- Lucy and Tim Falla
- Mike Griffith
- Marilyn and Richard Herzberg
- HomeStreet Bank
- Fiona and Greg Hyslop
- Debbie Killinger
- Natalie and Brian Kirkdoffer
- Veronica and Dave Mayo
- The Nakajima Family
- Rainier Athletes
- Akila and Soma Somasegar
- Jennifer and Jay Stelly
- Tableau
- Joan and John Valaas
- Mimi and Ken Worzel

#### $5,000 - $9,999

- Anonymous (5)
- Connie and Steve Ballmer
- Stephanie and Peter Boden
- Kristen and Steven Brace
- Billie-Jean and Sam Druker
- Julie Duncan
- Diane and Peter Ewens
- Quynh and Cary Falk
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- First Tech Federal Credit Union
- Jennifer and Kurt Fischer
- Trey Henson
- Kandace and Rick Holley
- Balwinder Kaur and Jujhar Singh
- Kemper Freeman Circle
- Lucky Seven Foundation
- Karen and Chuck Lytle
- Annemarie and Kevin Marcus
- Ellen McKee Wilwerding and Craig McKee
- Madonna Messina
- Brandy and Pete Nordstrom
- Debbie and Joe Oberbillig
- Janice and Rodney Olson
- Overlake Medical Center and Clinics
- PCL Construction

#### $2,500 - $4,999

- Anonymous (5)
- Ardmore PTSA
- Gail and Bob Auslander
- Bacon Family Foundation
- Michael and Jamee Barber
- BECU
- Nancy and Doug Boyden
- Capital One
- Rena Chng
- City of Bellevue
- Shawnah Dash
- Karin and Alan Dashen
- Enatai Circle
- Fairweather Circle
- Joan and Geoff Ferguson
- Kevin Fitzwilson
- Barbara Follett
- Sarah Gray
- Beth and Patrick Halvorsen
- Hutchinson and Walter, CPAs
- Denice Jentlie
- Judy and Dave Katri
- Ken and Claudia Kilbreath
- Jason and Keri Kono
- Leslie Koutroulis
- Gary Kretschmar
- James Murphy
- Pat and Paul Patt
- JJ Paz
- Andrea and Doug Perry
- Linda Reid
- Jessica Rossman and Peter Berger
- Seldens Designer Home Furnishings
- Megan Smith and Larry Lirtsman
- Sabrina Smith-Delery and Justin Delery
- Sophia Siu
- South West Plumbing
- Charlene Steinhauer
- St. Thomas Episcopal Church
- Thanksgiving Foundation
Kamie and Michael Thompson  
Nancy and Marc Tollefson  
Maggie and Scott Vergien  
Peggy and Bob Wilkerson  
Tracy and Steve Wort  
Kelly and Jeff Wright  

$1,000 - $2,499

Anita and Sanket Akerkar  
Doug Anderson  
Tami Anderson  
Julia Anderson  
Anonymous (6)  
Maja and Matt Arnold  
Chris and Linda Baldwin  
Patty and Jimmy Barrier  
Bellevue Breakfast Rotary Club  
Bellevue Rotary Foundation  
Tiffany and Pablo Bernal  
Wayne Bitterman  
Bloch Family Foundation  
Bryan Born  
Stacy Bouska-Levine  
Nancy Bradley  
Scott Brand  
Leslie Brewer and Arnold Blinn  
Brenda Bruns and Richard Deininger  
Bill Byer  
Peter Carbon  
Susan and Gary Carlson  
Kerou Chang  
Elise and Kai Cheng  
Grace Cheong  
Elaine Coles  
Kathleen and Mike Collum  
Evan Connell  
Becky and Don Corbett  
Katie Delery  
Naomi and Rob Dent  
Yenii Dex  
Richard DiCerchio  
Lori Dickerson  
Dodds Consulting Engineers  
Grace Drone  
Duke’s Seafood and Chowder  
Dr. Ivan and Kelly Duran  
Mark and Mitchell Dyce-Ryan  
Jeanne Eagleson and John Gray  
Shawn Ebert  
Rebecca Ebsworth  
Nancy Ellison  
Equinox Business Law Group  
Gregg Eskenazi  
Leslie and Dave Feller  
Troy Finlayson  
Fleck Family Foundation  
Autumn Fowler and John Manning  
Alla Genkin  
Deb and Len Giannola  
Mikhail Gordin  
Ruth Guthrie  
Mary Hale and Umesh Madan  
Arne Hall  
Patricia Hanaway and Bryon Sutherland  
Cathi Hatch  
Priscilla and Scott Hickey  
Laurel and Wayne Hill  
Donna and Craig Hintze  
Marilyn and James Hogue  
Bridget and Bruce Horne  
Tracey and Kevin Hughes  
Island Blends Acai Bowls  
Debbie and Dean Johnson  
Marcia Joslyn-Sill and Peter Sill  
Karan Dannenberg Clothier  
Julie Key  
Clare and Ronald King  
Daniel Levine  
Liberty Mutual Insurance  
Chelsea and Andrew Lientz  
Ping and Joe Liu  
Stella Luna  
Make A Change Foundation  
Lillie and Rick Mano  
Marrs Giving Account  
Molly and Fred McConkey  
Shirley and Jospeh McEvoy  
Metlife  
Anna Mikelsen Mills  
Anastasia Miles  
Katie and Michael Miller  
Tammy Miller  
Carrie and David Montague  
Neil Wakley Charitable Fund  
Debbie and Charlie Nordstrom  
Mary Norris  
Sharon Northrup  
O.D. Fisher Charitable Foundation  
Oscar Oliveira  
Margie and Gregg Ose  
Christine and Alex Park  
Parker, Smith and Feek  
Corey Patt  
Frederick Paup  
Everett Paup  
Julie and Mark Peterson  
Sue and Marty Peterson  
Beth Ricardo  
Jennifer and Bill Pollard  
Julia and Benson Porter  
Laurel and Stephen Preston  
Puget Sound Energy Foundation  
Barbara and Jamie Quinn  
Kell Rabern  
Michael and Mike Redmond  
David Robinson  
Ken Russell  
Nadine Salem  
Beatriz and Troy Scheer  
Paulene Schock  
Susan and R. Schwasnick  
Vishwac Sena-Kannan and Roopa Ramnath  
Jackie Shaw  
Patricia Sheffels  
Teri and Alex Shikhanoav  
Barb and Nick Simeona  
Mike Simpson  
Vandana Slatter  
SRO  
Russ Stromberg  
Su Development  
Sophie Sun  
Sunshine Youth Culture  
Judith Suor  
Scott Swerland  
Bill Syme  
Bill Thurston  
Betty Tong  
Diane Toomey  
United Way of King County  
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign  
Jennifer Woodbery  
Carole and TJ Woosley  
Sally and David Wright  
WSECU  
Lawrence Yang and LJ Kwak  
Karen Yeh and Matt Wood  
Jill Zimmermann  

$500 - $999

Rima Abifaker-Fotoohi  
Jean and Russel Amick  
Inessa and Eric Anderson  
Ann Wu Liao Foundation  
Anonymous (10)  
Mike Bayless  
Bellevue PTSA Council  
Valerie and Iskender Berberoglu  
Paul Biondolillo  
Kenneth Birge  
Cathy Blumenthal  
BMGI  
Cheri Bortleson and Nicole Hepworth  
Michael Brandt  
Dana and John Brekke
Kenton Brine
Judy and Ward Bushnell
Glena and Pete Carroll
Arty Christiano
Christi Clark and Ivan Mendoza
Kristina and Robert Clawson
Sandy and Jim Clyne
Michelle Coe
Bonnie and Rick Collette
Renwick Congdon
Judy Courshon
Michelle Day
Amy and Scott Day
L’louise Debutts
Aditi Desai
Dru Duncan
Karen Dunlop
Lori Eastes-Standish and Myles Standish
Mark Ehrhardt
Randall Eng
Kathryn Englund
Charlie Falla
Mitzi Fant
Kate and James Fessler
Craig Foreman
Julie and John Franck
Sue Gilbert
Kelly Ginn
Scott Gode
Molly Goudy
Cindy Greenbaum Lindner
Jean Haehl
Liz Hale and Umesh Madan
Piper and John Hanson
Paula Hatlelid
Prashant Hedge
Jill and Michael Heijer
Kelly and David Hudgins
Krista and Kevin Hughes
Idaho Community Foundation
Carolyn and Keith Jackson
Seema and Sanjay Jejurikar
W. Craig Jelinek
Kristin and Wesley Jones
Harry Katz
Shari Kauls and Susan Mulaney
Dori and Brett Kelleran
Kemper Freeman Foundation
Julie Kindel
Michelle and Bruce King
Diane Knoll
Meghan and Alden Kroll
Dan Kronmal
Kerri Landeis
Sarah and Todd Langton
Jennifer Leavitt
Julie and Edgar Lee
Benjamin Lee
Robin Lorenzini
Jordana Mallari
Shirley and Dale Martin
Betsy Martin
Gino and Shawn Martinez
Mark Mikoleit
Kimberly and Matt Millen
Stephanie and Matt Murphy
Shera and Michael Myers
Janice Nishimori
Marlyn Noe
Glyn and Jim Nordstrom
Kim and Kevin Oakes
Yosh Ohno
Andrew Pardoe
Virginia Park
Mary Shannon and Ian Poll
Susan Posten
Jacqueline Ramsay
Neetha Rao
Amy Sue Raschella-Oliver and Russell Oliver
Emily and Zachary Roberts
Lindsay Rucker and Shea Robinson
Ruth and Tim Russell
Elaine and Ed Schultz
Brenda Sia-Hutchinson and Marc Hutchinson
Moya Skillman
Holly Smirl
Anita SujaRit
Susan Thomas
Sona Venkat
Viome
Mandira Virmani
Susan Vowinkel
Stacey Waddell
Cari Wall
Joan and Bob Wallace
Rick and Stephanie Walter
Cheryl and Kerry Wate
Aaron Wiehe
Crystal Wilson
Susan and Brian Wilson
Eleanor Wort
Teresa Lai Wu
Yarrow Point Circle
Colleen and Scott Zilmer

$250 - $499
Cindy Adkins
Catherine and Thomas Allan
Anonymous (7)
Radhika Arun
Don and Erin Blakeney
Brian Broucek
Lori and Tom Broznowski
Sue Burke
Fernando Campos and Noreli Dominguez
Clemmie Evans Circle
Phil Corneil
Cowden-Andersen Family Giving Fund
Ryan Davis
Judy and Robert Dugger
Marlene and John Durbin
Gerhard Erdelji
Kurt Ferse
Nima Foroutan and Elham Morshedzadeh
Linda and Bradley Fowler
Sandy Gesell
Irene and Kenneth Hardy
Lisa Hayward-England
Michele Heffron
Stephanie Hurley
INTL FCStone Ltd
Joan and Allen Jackson
Lisa James
Denise Lane and Roel Allers
Betty Lin
Marilyn and Gary Macker
Lisa McBride and Satoshi Onuma
Narr Dermatology and Aesthetics
Lin Peggs
Wendy and Bob Perkins
Irene Presnell
Katherine Robbs
Lyne Robinson and Dan Watson
Kay and Mark Scharh
Lynette and Matt Scheuing
Doug Sprute
Joan Strecker
Sunset Elementary PTA
Arkadiusz Sycz
Diep Tran
Heather and Nick Trescases
Marta Trilles
Truce Spa
Archana and Surendra Verma
Deba Wegner
Paula and Bill Wilke
Daisy Xiong
Richard Yeh
Sandy Zook
Brian and Stacey Zuber

Up to $250
Carrie Adams Browne
Jessi Hallstrom-Sites
Marilyn and Einer Handeland
Teri Harmeyer
Cynthia Harper
Julie and Ken Hart
Stephanie Hazen
Ingrid Heathcote
Josh Hebert
Marty Heimbigner
Marilyn and William Helbig
Stacy Heller
Mike Henry
Jessica Heringer
Judith Hess
Linh Ho
Liz Holland
Angie and Chad Holmes
Sue and Robert Holmes
Shelly Holt
Smadar Holtzman
I David Hong
Hayley Howells
Linda Hoyt and Charlie Hafenbrack
Nellie Hughes
Susan Hurt
Ramakrishnan Iyer
Tony Jackson
Karen Jackson
Allyson Jackson
Evelyn Jackson
Seema Jaidka
Paisley James
Dawn and Don Jasper
Alexandra Jefferson
Monwhea Jeng
Zhenming Jiang
Cherry Johnson
Dina Johnson
Rebecca Johnston
Ivana Jojic
Vicky Joslin
Dana and David Kaefer
Gail and Steve Kaneko
Rashmi Karineje
Jessica and Isaac Kato
Joseph Kempisty
Lorrie Kendall-Walter
Fran Kennedy-Ellis
Pauline Kenny
Ilyana Khanlarova
Vikrant Khosla
Dan Kim
Elisabeth Kirschner and Paul England
Nancy Kloster
Addison Knapman
Britta Knapman
Kay Koelemay
Michael Koetting
Komal Kohli
Rita Koss
Kroger
Benjamin Kuhner
Karin and Michael Kuntz
Susana Kurian
La Residence Suite Hotel
Louis and Robbie Lafreniere
Evonne Lai
Jennifer and Michael LaMoria
Lisa and Roger Larsen
Inge Larsen
Rabecca Larson
Alex Lee
Nancy Lee
Al Lee
Jeannine Lemker
Allison and Erik Leonard
Kim and Jack LeVier
Sharon Levy
Scott Lewis
Mary and Don Lewison
Nell Ley
Chun Yi Lin
Debbie Lin
Mary Lindholm
Sharon and Bill Linton
Joe Liu
Traci Lobo
Halie Loopner
Susan Loosmore
Dan Lossing
Wendy Lynne
Rae Macker
Neeru Madan
I-Chin Maeda
Rose Magee
Ana and Gustavo Mahler
Alka and Sanjay Manchanda
Rose Marie
Elle Marsh
Lauren Martin
Monik Martinez
Judith Matthew
Joann Matthewson
Joe Maurio
Lindsay Mayer
Viju McAllister
Jan and David McClinton
Marilee and Fred McCortiston
Karen McDowell
Shannon McKinney
Kristin McKinnon
Kevin Meagher
Kimberly and Mark Mecham
Erica Melief
Sharon Messina
Meddy Mills
Leslie and Dave Miniken
Simmone Misra
Erin Mjelde
Mandy Moon
Marcie Moore
Alane Moran and Phil Crocker
Kristen Morgan
Corey Morris
Cybele and Duke Moscrip
Elizabeth Mullenix
Linda Mullin
Jaclyn Munzer
Alan Murray
Noel Murphy and Jeff Fowler
Jayapriya Muthusamy
Rajeev Nagar
Sarah Navarre
Carrie Nay
Michael Nelson
Network for Good
Vinh Nguyen
Villette Nolon
Julie Nordstrom
Nordstrom Matching Gift Program
Kevin Norris
Heija and Todd Nunn
Karyn and Tim O’Hara
Josh and Rebekah Obendorf
Pita Ocampo
Lauren and Price Oden
Bethany Osborne
Katie Owens
Kaliska Pacheco
Elaine and Tony Pagones
Scott Paine
Sarah Palaia
Sarah Pallat
Pampered Chef
Dushyant Pandya
Cynthia Parsons
Louise Pathe
Cristina Pernia
Cynthia and Roger Petrie
Joan Phillips
Pham Phu Thin
Brenda Pick
Shamneez Pirani
Pledgeling Foundation
Andra Pletz
Janice Potter and Robert Meadows
Laura Preuit
Chelsea and Russell Proctor
Amie Ptak
Neetha Rae
Vinitha Ramakrishnan
Chola Saraiya
Lyamen Savy
Ruth Scharetg
Diana Schiro
Cookie Schlocker
Kelly and Kevin Schmidt
Kirsten Schubring
Dian and Seth Schuler
Carolyn Schutzler
Jennifer Schwartz
Christina Sciabica
Lisa Seigle
Peter Seigman
Jill Seller-Hancock
Sandy and Greg Sessler
Linda Seuk
Darshana Shanbhag and Dilip Wagle
Mahek Sharma
Manish Sharma
Udaisimha Shastry
Pete Shelton
Amy Sherlock
Alexander Shikhavanov
Yulia Shtutina
Sonali Sikchi
Kelly and Barney Silver
Shireen Singh
Shilpi Sinha
Connie Skinner
Jennifer Skogen
Melissa Slater
Robin Smiley
Lucille and Clark Smith
Dean Smith
Clio Smurro
Janet and Robert Spangler
Jennifer Spatz
Simon St. Laurent
Mary Jo Starck Bruckner
Marie Stark
Carson Stelzer
Dana Stoneman
Diann Strom
Amanda Strombom
Kari Stull
Sundararajan Subramanian
Heather Sullivan
Donald Summers
Tien Suwandy
Judy and Dwayne Swenson
Lyn Symonds
Noelle and Andrew Taber
Alexis Tang
Carey Teemer
Andrew Telesca
Kristin Tennant
Sara Terry

Nanda Tewari
Marie Thompson
Rachel Ting
Nika Toce
Cody Touchette
Nancy Tribolet
Carolyn Trigg
Candace and Craig Turi
Diana Unay
Nancy and Andrew Valaas
Susan Vandament
Sandra Vargas
Denny Varghese
Maya Vergien
Verizon Foundation
Lisa Viereck and James Breckenridge
Gigi Wallace
Minmin Wang
Sylvia Wang
Rie Wani
Rolland Waters
Corinne Watson
Mary Ellen and Jim Weber
Jonathon Webster
Sherrye Webster
James Westcoat
Kelly and Brant Weyer
Ida Wicklund
Janice Wiesen
Gigi and David Wildenberg
Thomas Wilkenson
Louise Wilkinson
Jackie Wilkinson
Sheryl Willert and Ross Jacobson
L Michelle Wilson and Douglas Davis
Corky Wilson
Steve Winn
Kelly Wittman
Jacob Wolf
Martha and Pete Woodman
Lee Wright
Sandra Wright
Jack Xuan
Mary Alice Yahyavi
Scott Yost
Diane Young
Naghmeh Zahedy
Weiyu Zhu
Anne and Michael Zubko
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Because of you, Bellevue LifeSpring was able to provide food, clothing, education and emergency assistance to children and their families living in poverty.

Get Involved!

Our Bellevue neighbors need our support now more than ever. To help prevent hunger and homelessness for Bellevue kids, please visit www.BellevueLifeSpring.org.